Vulture funds have spent decades honing a predatory playbook designed to extract maximum profits out of struggling, debt-ridden countries. The vulture fund business model involves buying up heavily discounted debt from countries in financial trouble, refusing to engage in good faith negotiations to cut debt obligations by a reasonable amount, and then suing the country to demand full repayment.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

VULTURE FUNDS have spent decades honing a predatory playbook designed to extract maximum profits out of struggling, debt-ridden countries. The vulture fund business model involves buying up heavily discounted debt from countries in financial trouble, refusing to engage in good faith negotiations to cut debt obligations by a reasonable amount, and then suing the country to demand full repayment. Vulture funds have made exorbitant profits deploying this playbook, which often involves freeriding on the money a country accumulates through development aid and the implementation of austerity measures. This report profiles notorious billionaire vulture investors like Paul Singer and Kenneth Dart who have perfected this playbook, and highlights real world examples of their predation in action, from Argentina to the Republic of Congo.

In the past few decades, New York State law has played a key role in enabling the vulture fund playbook. In the absence of a binding international sovereign debt restructuring framework, vulture funds have weaponized New York law in their quest to extract as much money as possible from struggling countries. Because most sovereign debt contracts are governed by either New York State or English law, New York is uniquely positioned to step in and pass laws that would disrupt the vulture fund playbook and stop them from profiteering at the expense of countries in financial trouble. Specifically, New York lawmakers can take immediate action by providing a framework for restructuring unsustainable sovereign and subnational debt; barring the purchase of sovereign debt for the purpose of filing a lawsuit; and eliminating one of the vulture funds’ favorite tax loopholes which allows investment managers’ fees to be taxed at a far lower rate than workers’ wages.
In recent decades, Wall Street investors seeking short-term gains have amassed enormous amounts of sovereign debt—debt issued by governments—owed by countries in financial distress.

Called “vulture funds,” these predatory investors buy up debts owed by struggling governments, demanding to be repaid at face value. These unscrupulous investors then use their financial position to profit from austerity measures imposed on the countries they target. Vulture funds extract debt payments to enrich themselves while communities face regressive taxes, slashed public services, and privatized public goods.

Billionaire Paul Singer is one of the most notorious examples of a vulture investor who has made exorbitant profits using this predatory and exploitative business model. Singer’s hedge fund Elliott Management has gone to unbelievable lengths to squeeze struggling countries for debt payments.

Singer was the mastermind behind a 15-year fight to extract $2.4 billion from the government of Argentina for bonds that the fund had purchased for $117 million. In pursuit of a maximum payout on this debt investment, Elliott Management famously spurred an international incident when it arranged for the government of Ghana to seize an Argentine naval ship and impound it for collection on behalf of his hedge fund.

While Elliott Management’s successful vulture attack on Argentina is famous for its brazenness, it is far from the only example of vulture funds preying on countries in economic crisis.

*Vulture funds have followed a well-established playbook, which includes:*

- Buying sovereign debt at a steep discount;
- Holding out during debt negotiations to block any restructuring deals;
- Initiating protracted lawsuits to drain countries’ resources and further stymie efforts to restructure debts;
- Taking advantage of austerity measures and international debt relief initiatives; and
- Maximizing payouts at the expense of local communities.
Vulture funds have run this scam across the world, targeting countries like Argentina, Greece, Peru, and the Republic of Congo (also known as Congo-Brazzaville), as well as Puerto Rico. Their playbook also relies heavily on favorable legal judgments from federal courts in New York because the majority of sovereign debt contracts around the world are governed by New York State or English law.\(^3\)

This report details the vulture fund playbook and the role of New York State law in enabling this system of exploitation. Using concrete examples from around the world, we demonstrate how vulture funds have amassed incredible wealth by utilizing New York State law to extract maximum payouts from struggling, debt-ridden countries.

We also provide specific policy recommendations for New York lawmakers who want to disrupt this playbook and stop vulture funds from profiteering at the expense of vulnerable countries. **New York law should be changed to:**

- Provide a framework for restructuring unsustainable sovereign and subnational debt to stop holdout vulture investors from blocking debt restructuring deals;
- Bar the purchase of sovereign debt for the purpose of filing a lawsuit by strengthening New York’s “champerty” law; and
- Eliminate one of the vulture funds’ favorite tax loopholes, which allows investment managers’ fees to be taxed at a far lower rate than workers’ wages.

Vulture funds’ relentless pursuit of profit has left unimaginable devastation in its wake, hurting millions of people who live in struggling countries and jeopardizing these countries’ long-term economic well-being. Because of New York’s position as the world’s financial capital, and its unique role in governing sovereign debt contracts globally, lawmakers in the state must take action to disrupt the vulture fund playbook and end this predatory behavior.

**Vulture Funds’ Predatory Sovereign Debt Playbook**

Vulture funds have spent decades honing a predatory playbook designed to extract maximum profits out of struggling, debt-ridden countries. The vulture fund business model involves buying up heavily discounted debt from countries in financial trouble, refusing to engage in good faith negotiations to cut debt obligations by a reasonable amount, and then suing the country to demand full repayment.

Vulture funds have made exorbitant profits deploying this playbook, which often involves free-riding on the money that governments accumulate through the implementation of austerity measures, as well as debt relief and development aid that is intended to support struggling countries.\(^4\)

While vulture funds cash in, good faith creditors who are actually participating in the debt restructuring process end up getting less. Vulture funds hold other creditors and debtor countries hostage, which results in a volatile and inefficient debt restructuring system.\(^5\)

**Vulture funds’ relentless pursuit of profits jeopardizes the long-term economic well-being of the countries they target while hurting millions of struggling people.**
Vulture funds have followed a well-established playbook, which includes:

1. **Buying sovereign debt at a steep discount**
2. **Holding out during debt negotiations to block any restructuring deals**
3. **Initiating protracted lawsuits to drain countries' resources and further stymie efforts to restructure debts**
4. **Taking advantage of austerity measures and international debt relief initiatives**
5. **Maximizing payouts at the expense of local communities**
STEP 1:
BUY SOVEREIGN DEBT AT A STEEP DISCOUNT

Vulture funds start by buying up a country’s debt, often swooping in when the country is at its most vulnerable. They buy heavily discounted and distressed debt when a country is in financial trouble, often when it has already defaulted on its debt, when a default is likely, or after a natural disaster. Their business model explicitly takes advantage of rock bottom prices and financial instability to buy a stake in a country’s debt.

The Vulture Playbook in Practice:

• Elliott Capital, led by notorious billionaire Paul Singer, snatched up Argentinian bonds for pennies on the dollar after the country defaulted on over $100 billion in debt in 2001. Years prior, in 1996, Elliott Capital began to accumulate Peru’s debt after it had defaulted and already reached a broad-strokes agreement with its creditors to cut their debt obligations. That same year, a subsidiary of Elliott Management began buying old debt worth $30 million owed by the Republic of Congo, eventually winning judgments in a UK court which awarded them more than $121 million.

• When billionaire vulture fund manager Kenneth Dart bought up Brazilian sovereign debt in the early 1990s, he paid a mere $375 million for debt worth $1.4 billion. This move enabled Dart to become Brazil’s largest private creditor in the process, eventually owning 4% of the country’s external debt.

• In 2014, Puerto Rico’s debt ratings were downgraded and the island lost access to capital markets. That same year, around 60 hedge funds held $16 billion (approximately 22%) of Puerto Rico’s debt.

  * Mark Brodsky, chairman of the hedge fund Aurelius Capital Management, started buying Puerto Rican bonds in 2015—the year the then-governor of Puerto Rico declared the debt unpayable. Brodsky is a hedge fund manager who has made his fortune using the vulture fund playbook.

• After Hurricane Maria devastated Puerto Rico in September 2017, several hedge funds took advantage of low prices to significantly increase the amount of Puerto Rican debt they owned. For example, hedge fund GoldenTree Asset Management increased their Puerto Rican bond holdings from $587 million the month before Maria to $1.5 billion a year later.
STEP 2:

HOLD OUT DURING DEBT NEGOTIATIONS TO BLOCK ANY RESTRUCTURING DEALS

When countries are facing financial distress or defaults on their debts, they must negotiate directly with creditors. This is because, in contrast to individuals and corporations that file for bankruptcy in the United States, countries do not benefit from legally binding bankruptcy protections. None exist under international or domestic law. While creditors can choose to negotiate, there is nothing compelling them to cooperate in good faith during debt restructurings.15

As a result of this loophole in the law, a favorite vulture fund tactic is to “hold out” during debt negotiations, even when they own a small percentage of a country’s debt and the rest of the creditors are willing to negotiate in good faith. By refusing to negotiate—or to accept any proposed debt restructuring agreements—vulture funds can disrupt the process for all creditors while preventing a country from accessing international capital markets.16

This hold out tactic hurts struggling countries in several key ways:

- It drags out the debt restructuring process, making it more protracted, volatile, and expensive for all parties involved;
- It drains the money and resources a country can devote to financial recovery by 1) reducing the positive impact of debt relief the country receives, and 2) ensuring that taxes designed for debt relief are reallocated to vulture funds; and
- Ultimately, vulture funds cash in while creditors who are participating in the restructuring get less. Vulture funds, in effect, are freeriders who hold both other creditors and the debtor country hostage.17

The current lack of a sovereign debt restructuring framework incentivizes vulture funds to exert enormous leverage by choosing to hold out for full repayment rather than cooperate with the country facing default. In turn, countries in economic distress are at the whim of predatory creditors.18

The Vulture Playbook in Practice:

- In the case of Peru, out of approximately 180 creditors, only Elliott Capital and Pravin Banker refused to participate in a negotiated restructuring agreement.19
- During negotiations with Argentina, Elliott Capital and other hedge funds refused the proposed restructuring deal—even though 93% of the country’s creditors were prepared to sign. This coercive and unilateral approach to debt restructuring, set a toxic precedent for future debt negotiations around the world. Argentina’s 2001 default affected nearly half a million creditors while just a handful of vulture funds held those creditors hostage.20
• When the Republic of Ecuador sought to restructure $17.4 billion in sovereign debt in July 2020, it reached a deal with a committee representing owners of a majority of its bonds. A hold-out group representing owners of a minority of bonds opposed the deal. Two members of the steering committee representing these minority bondholders—hedge funds Contrarian Capital and GMO Trust—went on to sue Ecuador in the Southern District of New York to try to block the deal.

• In 1984, Puerto Rico was written out of Chapter 9 of the US Bankruptcy Code, which governs municipal bankruptcies. This meant that, like sovereign countries, Puerto Rico (a US colony) had no mechanism to force creditors to the negotiating table.

* Vulture funds fought hard to maintain this status quo, which would enable them to hold out. For example, hedge fund BlueMountain Capital Management spent $100,000 on Washington DC lobbyists in just the first quarter of 2015, all to prevent Puerto Rico from gaining bankruptcy protections. They also sued to invalidate a Puerto Rico law that sought to provide bankruptcy protections to public corporations.

Vulture funds’ relentless pursuit of profits jeopardizes the long-term economic well-being of the countries they target while hurting millions of struggling people.
Wealthy creditors wield NY and English law to sue dozens of countries in the Global South.

Around half the world’s **Sovereign Debt** is governed by **New York law**. This map reflects notable sovereign debt lawsuits in recent decades, with lawsuits filed in New York shown with yellow lines.

**Question:**
Who are vulture funds and other creditors suing?

**Answer:**
Primarily countries in South America, Africa, and Asia that are highly indebted and financially struggling. In fact, the debt situation in many of these countries was deemed **“very critical”** in the “2021 Global Sovereign Debt Monitor.”

**STEP 3:**

**INITIATE PROTRACTED LAWSUITS TO DRAIN COUNTRIES’ RESOURCES AND FURTHER STYMIE EFFORTS TO RESTRUCTURE DEBTS**

After buying a country’s distressed debt and refusing to negotiate, vulture funds then use high-powered lawyers to take countries to court, all in an attempt to grind them down in endless cycles of litigation.

Vulture funds sue to get an order from a judge mandating the indebted country pay them in full, and then continue using the courts to try to get paid by any means possible. This prevents debt restructuring processes from progressing and proves enormously expensive to already debt-strapped countries. These legal battles can go on for years—often 3 to 10 years—before a settlement is reached.

Vulture funds make up the majority of the creditors bringing lawsuits in debt repayment scenarios.

Even as the number of debt restructurings went down from the 1980’s to the 1990’s, since the mid-90’s to today, an increasing number now involve legal battles with vulture funds. In fact, only 5% of debt restructurings involved lawsuits in the 1980’s. By the year 2000, an estimated 50% involved lawsuits. Vulture funds led the majority of these lawsuits against highly indebted African and Latin American countries.

Between 1976 and 2010, foreign creditors filed over 150 lawsuits against 34 countries in default. These disputes often end up in courts in New York because many countries’ sovereign debt contracts are governed by New York law. In fact, over 80% of the cases filed from 1976 to 2010 were in courts in New York.

---

**The Vulture Playbook in Practice:**

- In many respects, billionaire Paul Singer wrote the vulture fund playbook. He became the first creditor to go after a sovereign nation for debt in a US court in the 1990’s when he successfully sued Panama. Since then, he has specialized in aggressive and drawn-out sovereign debt litigation while inspiring other vulture funds to follow suit.

- Singer notoriously spent 15 years battling Argentina over bond debt that eventually reached the US Supreme Court. This was in addition to Singer’s legal battles with Peru, Vietnam, the Republic of Congo, and more. Singer employs a range of...
ruthless legal tactics, like his attempt to seize and freeze Argentina's assets. His vulture fund wasn't just seeking to recoup its initial investment, it was demanding enormous profits and years of accrued interest.

- Singer, along with the other holdouts in Argentina's debt restructuring, brought 11 lawsuits in federal courts in New York and won every single one. A judge in the Southern District of New York went so far as to prohibit Argentina from paying any creditors who agreed to the deal unless the vulture funds were paid in full at a cost of $4.65 billion to Argentina.

- In 1999, through the Peru sovereign debt litigation, Paul Singer had cleared a legal obstacle to his playbook. Peru had challenged Elliott Management's demand for full repayment by arguing that the vulture fund had violated New York's champerty law, which seeks to prohibit predatory financial actors from buying financial instruments for the primary purpose of filing a lawsuit. Although the judge initially ruled in favor of Peru, Singer won on appeal.

- Singer did not stop there. Following intense lobbying efforts by Elliott Capital, the New York state legislature created a loophole that exempts debt transactions of over $500,000 from the law's grasp, "ensur[ing] the good health of the vultures' business."

- Contrarian Capital and GMO Trust sued Ecuador in the Southern District of New York in July 2020 trying to block a debt restructuring deal made with a group representing owners of a majority of Ecuador's government bonds. This suit was dismissed by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in August 2020.

  * GMO Trust also sued Ecuador in 2014 over the country's 2008 default on sovereign debt, eventually dropping the suit after reaching a settlement with Ecuador's government.

- Elliott Management subsidiary Kensington International waged a years-long litigation campaign against the Republic of Congo over debts the nation incurred in the 1980s. Kensington bought the debt starting in 1996 and began suing the country, then in the midst of a civil war. By August 2005, Kensington had won awards in UK courts worth more than $121 million. Then Kensington "launched the most aggressive phase of its recovery effort," seeking to seize Congolese assets and suing companies connected to Congolese government officials around the world, including in New York, as well as other creditors to the Republic of Congo like French bank BNP Paribas. Kensington's campaign included leaking information about government corruption to global NGOs. The Republic of Congo eventually settled with Kensington, "for an undisclosed amount," in 2007.

- In the neighboring Democratic Republic of Congo (also called Congo-Kinshasa), the New York-based FG Capital Management took the DRC to court and attempted to seize the country's assets in the Bahamas, Europe, South Africa, the US, and Hong Kong. FG Capital successfully got a US court to hold the DRC in contempt of court for refusing to disclose assets. This legal action took place between 2008–2009, a time when the country was dealing with widespread civil conflict and instability.

- In Puerto Rico this step of the playbook unfolded differently because, in 2016, the US Congress passed the Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act (PROMESA), which provided bankruptcy protections. (It is important to note, however, that these bankruptcy protections came at the cost of the creation of a board that has used its power to impose austerity measures and negotiate unsustainable debt restructuring plans.) Nonetheless, vulture funds did resort to protracted litigation battles and co-opted the bankruptcy court proceedings to their benefit.
* For example, hedge fund Aurelius Capital, which had just 0.5% of Puerto Rico’s debt at the time, took a legal challenge of a key aspect of PROMESA all the way to the US Supreme Court in an attempt to jeopardize the leverage Puerto Rico had gained in debt restructuring negotiations.\textsuperscript{47} Their attempt was unsuccessful.

* However, hedge funds have been able to co-opt the bankruptcy court proceedings to their benefit in a way similar to the way they have co-opted bankruptcies under Chapter 11 of the US Bankruptcy Code (governing corporate bankruptcies), including by acquiring a stake large enough to gain some control over the restructuring process, holding positions on creditors' committees, and leveraging their bankruptcy expertise.\textsuperscript{48} The Puerto Rico Financial and Oversight Management Board, an unelected and unaccountable body created by PROMESA, has been complicit in this co-optation. The Board has enabled hedge funds to exert undue control over the process and has largely turned a blind eye to allegations of wrongdoing that could get in the way of hedge fund profits.\textsuperscript{49}

\textit{Only 5\% of debt restructurings involved lawsuits in the 1980’s. By the year 2000, an estimated 50\% involved lawsuits. Vulture funds led the majority of these lawsuits against highly indebted African and Latin American countries.}\textsuperscript{50}
“Doomsday Investor”
Notorious Billionaire:
Paul Singer, of Elliott Capital has amassed billions while developing nations suffer

Paul Singer, founder of the $45 billion vulture fund Elliott Capital, has a reputation for predatory and combative approach to dealmaking. Singer has been termed a “Doomsday Investor” in the press and has employed outrageous tactics to get a payout during his frequent sovereign debt deals.

During his notorious 15-year battle with Argentina over its debt, Paul Singer:

- Frequently tried to seize the country's assets, including money the Argentine government’s central bank had deposited in the US and Europe, as well as the country’s pension assets.
- Tried to seize two contracts between Argentina and SpaceX for satellite launches.
- Convinced the government of Ghana to seize an Argentinian naval training warship stationed off the coast of Ghana, despite being worth a fraction of what the hedge fund claimed it was owed. The International Tribunal of the Law of the Sea eventually invalidated Singer’s court order.
- The government of Argentina had to waste enormous legal resources to respond to each of Singer’s outrageous stunts, which enraged the people of Argentina.
- Elliott Management was highly litigious and pursued Argentina in the courts and even took a claim to the US Supreme Court. His fund relied on slippery legal arguments to force sovereign nations to pay vulture funds before being able to pay other creditors, and his vulture fund consistently prevailed in New York courts. All of these unscrupulous tactics resulted in a $2.4 billion payout from Argentina to Singer’s firm in 2016, a 1,270-per-cent return on its initial investment.
- Singer chairs the anti-union, climate science-denying Manhattan Institute and has been termed a “passionate defender of the 1%.” Singer, who reportedly played piano in an all-white reggae band, spends his off time in luxury apartments in Manhattan or one of his two $9 million ski chalets in Aspen, Colorado.
- **Singer’s relentless and ruthless efforts have enabled him to amass a $4.3 billion fortune.**
STEP 4:
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF AUSTERITY MEASURES AND INTERNATIONAL DEBT RELIEF INITIATIVES

Protracted legal battles with vulture funds prevent debt restructurings from progressing and are a significant drain on a country’s resources. When countries are caught in limbo with unsustainable debt burdens, over time they can lose access to credit markets, which leaves them unable to meet even the basic needs of their population.64 As countries’ legal fees mount, they are often unable to fully fund vital services.

By one estimate, vulture fund lawsuits cost these countries the equivalent of 18% of their spending on healthcare and education alone.65

When the World Bank or international bodies step in with funding, vulture funds often prey on the debt relief that these struggling countries receive. According to the World Bank, vulture funds have targeted more than one-third of “highly indebted poor countries” that qualified for relief, securing legal judgments totaling a staggering $1 billion. In the process, they free-ride on this debt relief (which is designed to alleviate poverty) and effectively turn international humanitarian relief into corporate profits.66

Vulture funds both benefit from austerity imposed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) through conditional lending and help to drive austerity policies in their pursuit of profit as resources for social spending are diverted to debt repayment

Often, the IMF and other international financial institutions condition loans and other resources on “extensive domestic policy reforms, including opening to international trade and finance; privatizing natural resources and state-owned enterprises; deregulating economic activities; reforming the provision of social services; and a range of market-oriented institutional reforms.”67

These reforms often translate to profit-friendly policies for wealthy investors, including vulture funds, and austerity for low-income residents of indebted countries.

The Vulture Playbook in Practice:

- Up until 2017, the Venezuelan government failed to provide basic food and medicine to its residents while still continuing to pay back bond payments in full. The government prioritized bondholders over its people for fear of legal risks and the threat of litigation.68 As far back as 1989, the Venezuelan government was reportedly imposing austerity at the urging of its creditors which sparked public outcry and uprisings that turned deadly for over 300 protesters that year.69

- In July 2020, the group of investors owning a majority of Ecuador’s sovereign debt conditioned their acceptance of a debt restructuring deal on the country receiving aid from the IMF.
According to the Financial Times: “The IMF agreement played an instrumental role: The deal with bondholders was contingent on it. If the IMF had not agreed to a lending programme by the September 1 deadline, the whole restructuring plan could have fallen apart.”\textsuperscript{78} The IMF’s aid in turn was conditioned on Ecuador acceding to “adopting robust cash management practices, improving transparency in public procurement, and promoting debt transparency.”\textsuperscript{71}

* Ecuador had seen mass anti-austerity protests the previous year in 2019, after then-President Lenín Moreno signed an agreement with the IMF that February which “benefited multinational corporations, the banks, and in general, powerful economic groups at the expense of the middle and working classes.”\textsuperscript{72}

* In September 2021, Ecuadorian President Guillermo Lasso announced his intent to “cut [Ecuador’s] fiscal deficit in half to around $2.4 billion in 2022 through austerity measures such as layoffs of state workers.”\textsuperscript{73}

- In 1990, the president of Peru announced austerity measures including the elimination of all government subsidies of consumer goods and increases in the price of food and utilities. The price of gasoline increased thirtyfold and the price of bread and milk nearly tripled.\textsuperscript{74} Following the announcement, at least three people were killed by troops deployed to the streets in anticipation of looting.\textsuperscript{75} As people in Peru were contending with crushing austerity, New York courts forced Peru to pay vulture fund Elliott Capital the original value of its bonds and almost sixty million dollars in interest.\textsuperscript{76}

- In Puerto Rico, the unelected and unaccountable Financial Oversight and Management Board created by federal law in 2016 has final say in the island’s fiscal plans and budgets.\textsuperscript{77} That means the Board has immense power to impose austerity measures to set aside billions of dollars for debt repayment.

  * The Board has called for rate increases for tolls, water, and electricity—even though local customers pay almost twice as much as customers in the US; weakening labor protections for workers; massive cuts in education funding, including hundreds of school closures and tuition hikes; pension cuts to current and future retirees; significant cuts to healthcare; cuts to funding for local municipalities; and narrowing eligibility for the Nutritional Assistance Program.\textsuperscript{78}

  * Additionally, the Board used the money Congress appropriated for Hurricane Maria relief efforts to justify increased payouts to vulture funds.\textsuperscript{79}

In 2014, the United Nations Human Rights Council formally condemned vulture funds “because they (1) paralyze debt restructuring efforts of developing countries; (2) frustrate the sovereign state’s right to protect its citizens under international law; (3) increase the debt burden of extreme poverty countries; and (4) diminish the impact of debt relief.”\textsuperscript{80}
STEP 5: MAXIMIZE PAYOUTS AT THE EXPENSE OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES

This vulture fund playbook—swooping in to buy distressed debt at bargain prices, holding out during debt restructurings, and taking countries to court—has proven wildly successful for both the funds and their investors.

Under current New York law, courts almost always side with vulture funds. Given the complacency of the courts on these issues, the vulture fund playbook culminates in these funds securing staggeringly high rates of return on their initial investments at the expense of struggling countries and local communities. The result: vulture funds often average a rate of return 300–2000% on their initial purchase of distressed sovereign debt.

The Vulture Playbook in Practice:

- In the case of Argentina, Paul Singer’s unscrupulous tactics resulted in a $2.4 billion payout to his firm in 2016, a 1270% return on its initial investment. Elliott Capital wasn’t the only vulture fund to walk away with billions: Bracebridge Capital, which purchased $120 million in bonds, eventually received $1.1 billion, while Aurelius managed to get $759 million for the $299 million in bonds it originally purchased. This settlement happened in a year in which more than one in five Argentines lived in poverty.

- Kenneth Dart, another vulture fund manager, has profited off sovereign debt in Greece, Brazil, and Argentina, among others. After refusing to negotiate with Brazil during debt negotiations, Dart litigated in courts in New York and eventually got a favorable judgement in 1994. During an out-of-court settlement, Brazil was compelled to pay Dart accumulated interest, and the vulture fund was able to sell its Brazilian debt at an estimated 161% profit.

- A handful of vulture funds made an estimated $1 billion in profits through the restructuring deal of Puerto Rico’s sales tax-backed COFINA bonds while the island was still reeling from the devastating effects of Hurricane Maria.
Vulture Fund Billionaire:

Kenneth Dart, heir to the Dart foam-cups empire, is another controversial sovereign debt profiteer.  

Kenneth Dart has amassed enormous profits in the sovereign debt world, buying up heavily discounted debt of financially distressed countries, refusing to participate in debt negotiations, and successfully securing profits through favorable judgements in the New York courts. Dart has profited off debt from countries like Greece, Argentina, and Brazil, to name a few.

The American-born billionaire renounced his US citizenship in the nineties and moved to a Cayman Islands tax haven. In the Cayman Islands, some locals have likened him to a Bond villain. He lives in a former beachfront hotel formerly known as the West Indian Club. He is believed to own more Cayman Islands land than any one investor, and has bought up land in Turks and Caicos, the Bahamas, and at least 10 other countries worldwide. Dart reportedly owns a 200-foot luxury yacht that is armored to withstand torpedo fire—reportedly to protect him from enemies amassed throughout years of predatory dealmaking. Dart is notoriously secretive (his last interview was in 1993). According to the Bloomberg Billionaire Index, Kenneth Dart’s net worth is $6.45 billion.

According to the Bloomberg Billionaire Index, Kenneth Dart’s net worth is $6.45 billion
Most sovereign debt contracts are governed by either New York or English law. This means that New York is uniquely positioned to step in and disrupt the predatory playbook that has allowed vulture funds to profiteer at the expense of countries in financial trouble.

In the past few decades, New York law has played a key role in enabling the vulture fund playbook. In the absence of a uniform and binding international sovereign debt restructuring framework, vulture funds have weaponized New York law in their quest to extract as much wealth as possible from struggling countries. New York can act to stop this practice and change course by passing laws that would disrupt the vulture fund playbook.

1. **Provide a Framework for Restructuring Unsustainable Sovereign and Subnational Debt**

   New York must pass a law to provide a framework for countries to restructure their unsustainable debt.

   This framework would create a process where an indebted government could restructure its debt by reaching an agreement with most of its creditors, without being held hostage by a small minority of creditors. If the requisite number of creditors agree to the terms of a debt restructuring agreement, they could bind a minority of dissenting vulture fund creditors to the agreed terms.

   This framework would disincentivize vulture funds from holding out on debt restructuring negotiations.

   During the last New York State legislative session, both the Senate and the Assembly introduced legislation that would create this framework. Both chambers are expected to reintroduce the bill during the 2022 legislative session.
2. Bar the Purchase of Sovereign Debt for the Purpose of Filing a Lawsuit by Strengthening New York’s “Champerty” Law

New York should strengthen its champerty law, which is intended to prevent predatory financial actors from buying financial instruments for the purpose of filing a lawsuit. In theory, this should mean that vulture funds are prohibited from buying the debt of struggling countries at a steep discount just to weaponize New York law to demand full repayment (and reap sky-high profits).

In practice, two important developments have unfortunately gotten in the way of the intended effect of existing law:

• First, a Court of Appeals decision gutted its intended impact by finding that a vulture fund did not violate the champerty law because filing a lawsuit was not the sole purpose of buying the discounted debt—filing a lawsuit was contingent on not being paid in full. However, the vulture fund could not have reasonably expected a country to pay them in full once it had already defaulted on its debt, unless it was forced to do so by a court.

• Second, following intense lobbying efforts by Elliott Capital, the New York state legislature created a loophole that exempts debt transactions of over $500,000 from the law’s grasp.

New York should strengthen its champerty law and make clear that it is unlawful for vulture funds to use New York law to profiteer from the distressed debt of struggling countries.

Additionally, the $500,000 loophole should be eliminated so that debt transactions of any amount are covered by the law.

3. Eliminate One of the Vulture Funds’ Favorite Tax Loopholes

In addition to engaging in predatory practices, vulture funds and their investors do not pay their fair share of taxes. Hedge fund managers are compensated in two ways: a fee defined by a percentage of the money being managed (usually 2%), and a percentage of the returns they obtain from investing their clients’ money (usually 20%). The vast majority of their profits are obtained through the latter arrangement, but since the returns are considered capital gains, they are taxed at a much lower rate than wages.

In New York, both the Senate and the Assembly have introduced bills that would address this inequity. One bill would zero in on the 20% of returns that hedge fund managers pocket, taxing them as the wages they are; the other would tax all capital gains as wages.
New York State should use all the tools at its disposal to disrupt the vulture fund playbook and hold these predatory actors accountable.

Which jurisdictions stand to benefit from these policy solutions?

The policy recommendations outlined in this report are poised to positively impact many countries around the world that have suffered at the hands of vulture funds.

Countries with sovereign debt contracts governed by New York law will benefit from these strengthened policy protections. Given that around half the world’s sovereign debt is governed by New York law, this would help millions of people in dozens of countries.107

Any country with sovereign debt contracts governed by any law other than New York law—most commonly English law—would not be covered, unless policymakers in those jurisdictions adopt similar policy reforms in tandem.

Unfortunately, because of Puerto Rico’s colonial status, its debt restructuring negotiations are controlled by US federal law. However, the recommended changes to New York law can help countries around the world avoid being held captive by vulture funds, and Puerto Rico could stand to benefit from it in the future once it is no longer a colony.

What’s at Stake:

Vulture funds’ rapid expansion into sovereign debt has enabled them to extract maximum profits out of struggling, debt-ridden countries. Their relentless pursuit of profit has not only jeopardized the long-term economic well-being of the countries they target, it’s hurt millions of struggling people. Unfortunately, New York laws and courts have only enabled this predation, often siding with vulture funds in court and watering down the power of laws already on the books.

Now New York can take a stand and ensure our state’s laws hold predatory vulture funds accountable. Specifically, New York lawmakers can take immediate action by adopting the policy recommendations in this report: providing a framework for restructuring unsustainable sovereign and subnational debt, barring the purchase of sovereign debt for the purpose of filing a lawsuit, and eliminating one of the vulture funds’ favorite tax loopholes that allows investment managers’ fees to be taxed at a far lower rate than workers’ wages.
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